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FACTSHEET

WORTH THEIR SALT
Improving Livelihoods of Women Salt Farmers through
Clean Energy in the Salt Pans of Gujarat
Gujarat, India’s westernmost state, produces nearly 76 percent of the
nation’s salt.1 On the edge of the Arabian Sea, Gujarat’s Little Rann of Kutch
(LRK) is a remote desert area of more than 3,000 square kilometers. There is
little continuous habitation, and no modern electric grid connectivity.
Today, the majority of the agariyas (salt farmers) in Little Rann of Kutch
use inefficient water pumps powered by expensive diesel, available at
large distances. Diesel fuel accounts for over 40 percent of agariyas’ annual
income.2 Each salt pan produces over 600 metric tons of salt annually.
Primary dependence on one occupation, meagre savings, and seasonal
earnings have led to generational poverty amongst the agariyas.3
Enter: solar energy. In 2013, the Self-Employed Women’s Association
(SEWA), working with women agariyas, started a pilot, with a humble 14
pumps, to replace the diesel pumps with solar and solar hybrid pumps.
In 2014, SEWA teamed up with the Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC) to build a business case for scaling the use of solar pumps for saltfarming. SEWA worked with agariya women to help them access loans and

BOX 1: ENHANCING THE ROLE OF WOMEN
Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA)
started in 1972 as an organization of lowincome, self-employed women workers. SEWA
has multiple sister-organizations including a
bank which work towards enhancing female
participation in the labor force.4
SEWA started organizing the women salt
workers, referred to as agariya sisters, in the
Little Rann of Kutch in 1992 to educate them
on nutrition and child care. Gradually, SEWA’s
engagement with the agariya women expanded
into other areas such as savings groups, skills
training and leadership enhancement sessions,
and financial and livelihood generation
activities.
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scale this project to more than 1,100 solar-powered pumps in use in Little Rann of Kutch by 2018. (Table 1, Pg.4). This will be
expanded to over 15,000 pumps.
SEWA-NRDC analysis shows that switching from diesel to hybrid solar/diesel pumps can increase agariyas’ annual net income
by almost 94 percent ($5385 per salt pan), while also reducing exposure to noxious diesel emissions.
This factsheet also highlights the benefits of reducing diesel use by using solar pumps and describes innovative financial
solutions that can be used to provide affordable clean energy access, for many more agariyas across LRK.

KEY MESSAGES
•

Agariyas spend over 40 percent of their annual income procuring
diesel for each salt production season. By using a hybrid
system based on solar and diesel, purchased on loans, agariyas
can increase their annual net income to ₹35,000 ($538) per
saltpan, which is 94% more than using a diesel pump. Once the
equipment loan is fully paid off, annual net income can increase
to ₹80,000 (~ $1,230).

•

The increase in income because of the pilot and SEWA’s
facilitation have helped agariyas to support their children’s
education and pursue additional income-generating activities
such as small flour-mills and cattle. This has ensured asset
building & ownership, financial inclusion and improved social
recognition of women as bread winners.

•

Reducing the diesel used for salt production by 43,000 agariya
families in the LRK by replacing diesel-powered pumps with
hybrid solar/diesel water pumps can avoid up to 115,000 metric
tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.

•

The new pumps will create additional off-grid solar capacity that can help contribute to India’s off-grid renewable energy
target of 2 gigawatts by 2022,6 as well as the government’s goal to develop 24/7 energy access for every household by 2019.7

•

A lack of affordable, widely available financing solutions is a major barrier to scaling off-grid renewable energy use
amongst low-income households. However, the SEWA pilot and its scale-up demonstrate replicable innovative financial
solutions that can help overcome this challenge.

Agariya women and their families at work in LRK. Intensive manual raking of the drying salt is needed to ensure smaller salt crystals. As
the salt is formed and ready, the agariyas pile it up on the side of the pan to transport to the buyer
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Here Comes the Sun: The Case for Solar Power in Salt Farming
With nearly 300 sunny days and high solar radiation, India is a solar energy goldmine.8 In 2010, SEWA analyzed renewable
energy technologies, including off-grid applications, that could reduce costs for brine groundwater extraction.9 The analysis
considered major factors that could affect large-scale deployment of renewable energy, such as impact on salt production,
cost of engines and pumps, equipment maintenance costs, fuel costs and running hours. In the end, solar pumps emerged as
the most viable alternative.
To test the technical feasibility, SEWA launched a pilot in 2013 with 14 solar pumps and 14 women salt farmers. The farmers
were given zero interest loans through SEWA’s district-level association. The participating agariya women, reliant only on
solar systems (2 agariyas) and using hybrid solar/diesel systems (12 agariyas), noticed significant expense reduction. SEWA
also helped the agariya women organize producer cooperatives to bargain for better prices with salt traders and factories.
However, financing barriers prevented them from taking this project to scale.
SEWA and NRDC partnered in 2014 to build a business case to bring solar pumps to all agariya families. SEWA with support
from Sun Edison distributed 200 solar-powered water pumps to agariyas in the Little Rann of Kutch. The demonstrated
economic, social, environmental, and commercial benefits of replacing diesel pumps with solar have accelerated the
expansion of this project.

IDENTIFYING AND SOLVING PROBLEMS
Many micro businesses face challenges in obtaining loans for
equipment/technological investments due to risk perceptions of
traditional lenders. In this pilot, SEWA and NRDC worked with women
agariyas to explore ways to attract more government and private
financers (See Box 2).
Based on actual usage by salt farmers, we developed technical
specification for efficient solar pumps such as the size of electric
motors and solar panels required. We also worked with the Ministry
of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) to include these specifications
and agariyas as eligible for subsidy.10 This helped reduce the saltfarmers’ upfront costs to purchase the pumps. Next, we also engaged
with National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD),
the government agency implementing the subsidy, to ensure it reaches
the farmers. However, the participating women agariyas would still
require loans to purchase these pumps.
Deep discussions with leading financiers highlighted the opportunity
for sustainable funding for clean energy. This project addressed
common barriers to financial access such as lack of identification and
address documents,11 insufficient awareness amongst low-income
groups about formal banking requirements, and lack of access to loans
due to seasonal nature of income earned.

BOX 2: PILOT PROJECT STEPS
•

Identifying relevant players – central/state/local
government officials, private/public financial
institutions, tech experts, tech suppliers

•

Understanding household/community needs
– building on SEWA’s knowledge, more than 5
Focus Group Discussions, and consultations
with key community members stakeholders
(March 2014 – April 2015)

•

Identifying challenges and devising appropriate
tech-policy-financing solutions through
evaluations and engagement

•

Working out multiple comparative scenarios on
economic savings potential

•

Roundtable/workshop for bankers and
financiers

•

Demonstrable success leading to scale-up with
potential for more

Phases of growth
The solar pump project offers a real-world financing model to take similar programs to scale. This project used three
successful financing measures to reduce the cost and corresponding loan amount for participating agariyas: (1) vendor
financing; (2) capital subsidies; and (3) low-cost loans
As Phase 1 (Table 1) of this pilot project, SEWA loaned the solar pumps to its members on five-year, zero-interest installment
plans. SunEdison provided these pumps to SEWA at zero-cost vendor financing. To avoid burdening the farmers, the
installments were seasonal, i.e. payable during the salt-production season. These loans were affordable because of the money
the farmers saved on diesel, which effectively meant that the pumps paid for themselves by the end of the period. The payback
period for agariyas, switching to hybrid pumps can be as low as 38 months, assuming a 12 percent interest rate. The interest
rates on these loans are significantly lower than those offered by informal money-lenders.
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Additionally, NRDC and SEWA worked with MNRE to include solar water pumps in MNRE’s capital subsidy scheme, which
was intended for larger capacity irrigation pumps. This further lowered the costs for the salt farmers. SEWA also helped the
agariya women meet some of the basic eligibility criteria for financial access, such as identification documents. The salt
farmers’ successful repayment record demonstrated the economic viability of the solar pump financing. In the subsequent
phases SEWA Bank’s Grassroot Trading Network for Women (GTNfW),12 facilitated the financing.
Thanks to the pilot’s success (Phase 1), and International Finance Corporation’s (IFC) assistance, mainstream commercial
banks are now financing solar pumps. This has helped scale up the project. IFC created the architecture of blended financing13
that made credit affordable for buying solar pumps. This helped Yes Bank extend financial support in 2016-17, through interest
subvention,14 for 600 solar pumps to SEWA Bank. Of these, SEWA bank has extended finance for 300 more pumps as of 201718.
IFC was also instrumental in designing affordable financial solutions which helped Bank of Baroda (BoB) extend loans at
reasonable rates to agariyas. For example, loans from BoB helped install an additional 600 pumps. BoB and SEWA also have
a Memorandum of Understanding where BoB will extend direct loans for 15,000 more solar pumps, enabling a massive
expansion. In addition, the Government of Gujarat announced 80% subsidies on solar water pumps for salt farming in 2017.15
Table 1 Phase-wise Solar Pumps Sold in the Little Rann of Kutch
Phase 1: 2014-15
Pilot

Phase 2: 2016-17

Phase 3.1: 2017-18

Phase 3.2: 2017-18

Number of pumps

200

200

101

599

Financing Support

- Sun Edison loan at
zero-interest (vendor
financing)

- SEWA Bank loan;
MNRE/NABARD capital
subsidies**
- Interest subvention by
Yes Bank
- IFC support in structing
commercial finance

- SEWA Bank loan;
Government of Gujarat
announced capital
subsidy
- Interest subvention by
Yes Bank
- IFC support in structing
commercial finance

- Bank of Baroda
loan; Government of
Gujarat announced
capital subsidy

Loan Tenure16

5 years

Initially 5 years, 3 years
post subsidy receipt

5 years (may change once
subsidy is credited)

7 years (may change
post subsidy is
credited)

Cost of Pump

₹205,000
(~ $ 3,153)

₹179,150
(~ $ 2,756)

₹185,000
(~ $ 2,846)

₹165,000
(~ $ 2,538)

System17

1.5 kW solar PV
system and 1.5 HP
motor

2.1 kW solar PV system
and 2 motors of 1 HP
each

3 kW solar PV system and
2 motors of 1 HP each

2.7 kW solar PV
system and 2 motors
of 1 HP each

*

kW: kilowatt; PV: Photovoltaic; HP: Horsepower; MNRE: Ministry of New and Renewable Energy; NABARD: National Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development; SMBVM: Surendranagar Mahila Bal Vikas Mandal; IFC: International Finance Corporation
** MNRE subsidy schemes routed through solar were discontinued in 2017.18

MULTIPLE BENEFITS OF SOLAR PUMPS
This pioneering renewable energy project demonstrates that farmers can dramatically increase their annual net income by
switching from diesel to solar-powered pumps. Solar pumps also demonstrated higher efficiency and reliability through these
pilot projects, enabling agariyas to increase their harvested salt output, pursue other lucrative activities, and have better
health and educational opportunities.19
The switch to solar-powered pumps also aligns with the central government’s goals of 24/7 affordable energy access, increased
clean energy usage, and contributes towards the National Solar Mission’s off-grid solar target. Reducing reliance on imports
of fossil fuels is an additional benefit of this intervention. Moreover, replacing diesel with solar power can provide significant
climate and health benefits as solar energy does not emit greenhouse gases or other air polluting toxins.
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Economic Impacts
Agariyas use about 1,300 liters of diesel to power their pumps over the 8-month salt farming season. With volatile diesel prices,
agariyas spend around 40% of their annual revenue on diesel expense. Higher the diesel price, higher is the expense incurred
or lower is the production (if they choose the maintain the expense level). In addition, agariyas need to travel long-distances
to procure diesel when the supplies run out. The resultant income left after accounting for diesel and production costs is
meagre, perpetuating the poverty cycle. However, using solar pumps to replace diesel use, helps bring down the expense and
increase disposable income significantly.
The pilot project in 2015 offers compelling results on cost savings and financial feasibility of the project. For instance, a hybrid
system based on solar PV and diesel can boost net income by 94% by avoiding the need to buy expensive fuel (Table 2). Our
analysis demonstrates that the net income, typically, rose from ₹18,000 (~ $277) per annum per pan under sole dependence
on diesel to ₹35,000 (~ $538) on hybrid use. Once the loan is paid off, their annual net income further increases to ₹80,000
(~ $1,230) per pan using a hybrid system.20 In addition, agariyas using the hybrid pumps with more reliable fuel supply have
also seen an increase salt production per pan, allowing them to earn a higher revenue per pan.
The increases in net income have also helped some agariyas to purchase more solar pumps enabling them to replace
diesel, almost, completely, increase production, and diversify sources of income through investment in new livelihood
generation opportunities (See Box 4). This intervention also contributes to increasing female participation in the workforce
and enhancing income generation and employment creation activities which are amongst the developmental goals of the
Government of India.21
Table 2 Comparison of Costs22
Description

Scenario 1: Diesel Engine Based
Mechanical Pump

Scenario 2: Diesel + Solar PV Hybrid
Electric Pump

Power Source

Diesel Engine

Solar PV by Day & Diesel Engine Generator
in Night

System Cost

₹40,000 -52,000
(~ $615 - ~$800)

₹185,000
(~ $2,846)

Normalized Annual Fuel Cost (A)

₹72,000 on diesel fuel
(~ $1,107)

₹40,000 on diesel fuel
(~ $615)

Normalized Annual Salt Production and
average salt procurement price per pan
(B)

600 Metric Tons
₹90,000 (@ ₹150/metric ton)
(~ $1,384)

800 Metric Tons
₹120,000 (@ ₹150/metric ton)
(~ $1,846)

Equated Monthly Installment for solar
pump during season (C)

n/a

₹45,000 (~ $692)

Annual Net Income per Saltpan [(B)-(A)(C)]

₹18,000
(~ $277)

₹35,000
(~ $538)

Percentage Increase in Net Income

n/a

94%

* R1 = $65
Figures based on reported expenditure and income figures by salt farmers, and NRDC calculations
Source: SEWA-NRDC calculations 2016

Going forward, promoting the use of solar panels and pumps during off-season in other productivity activities and negotiating
a better price for salt produced will help increase the agariyas’ income further. The current rate offered by salt-traders is very
low. It ranges between ₹140 – 180 per metric ton for industrial grade salt and ₹180 – ₹90 per metric ton for edible salt.23 In
contrast, edible salt retails between ₹15 to ₹30 per metric kg. Salt-traders also impose a ceiling on how much they will procure
in a season. Consequently, despite an increase in production, agariyas sell less than their production potential. A paucity of
traders operating in the area and insufficient market linkages make it difficult to procure a better price.
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BOX 3: ADVANTAGES OF SOLAR WATER PUMPS
The Government of India has a target of deploying at least one million solar pumps by 2021.24 As of December 2017, India has an
installed capacity of around 147,000 solar water pumps and another 100,000 sanctioned.25 Agricultural solar water pumps are
concentrated primarily in Punjab, Rajasthan, Haryana, and Bihar. Solar pumps offer the following benefits:
•

Lower and more stable fuel costs

•

Zero risk of harmful spills

•

Easy installation and portability, which means lower maintenance

•

Zero greenhouse gas emissions

Social Impacts
SEWA’s intervention in this region also provides a critical impetus to help improve education, reduce drudgery associated with
using a diesel pump, and enhance women agariyas’ involvement in income generation activities and decision-making.

Back to School
The LRK has few schools. As a result, agariya children miss several months of their academic year. Most agariya families
cannot afford to enroll their children in schools with hostel facilities (ashramshalas)—the alternative to public schools.
Consequently, the agariya community has poor literacy rates and is classified as a socio-economically marginalized tribe.26
The direct economic benefits from solar pumps have led to an increased investment in education. For example, Gauriben
Zinzaria, a long-time SEWA member from Nava Kuda village, has two solar pumps and a small flour mill. Her children now
go to school more regularly as she can afford to leave them behind at home with an elderly family member during the salt
producing season. Plus, she can afford to travel back home, over 5 kilometers from the Rann, more frequently. She also hopes
to send her children to high schools outside the village with the rise in income because of her solar-pumps. Dozens of other
women like Gauriben are using their solar pumps to create a brighter future for their children. They also act as example for
other agariyas on the benefits of switching to solar.

Increased Efficiency = Reduced Drudgery
Typically, an agariya using diesel-based water pumps spends significant time and energy in procuring diesel, re-starting the
generator prone to sudden stops, and staying up the night to prevent disruptions while the brine water pumps. The low grade
of diesel used in pumps27 and inefficient systems mean frequent break-downs or repairs, which cost money to fix. Solargenerators and better pumps eliminate virtually all these problems. The increased salt production has also reduced the need
to stay up through the night.

Role in Decision-making
SEWA’s work with the agariya
women since the 1990s, has
helped main-stream the role of
women in income generation
activities and increase their
asset ownership. Financial
success of the solar project,
improvements in living
conditions, and personal skills
enhancement have given
them a confidence in their
entrepreneurial abilities and
a larger say in householddecision-making. These have
also led to a greater sense pride
in their sustainable traditional
skills and clean choice.
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Solar pumps help agariyas preserve
their traditional occupation while
beneficially co-existing with the wild
ass population by reducing toxic diesel
fumes.

Environmental Impacts
Solar-based pumps also produce environmental benefits but cutting emissions, reducing air pollution, and is even beneficial
for wildlife.
According to NRDC and SEWA analysis, if just one percent of the total agariya families in the Little Rann of Kutch shift from
diesel water pumps to solar water pumps, it would cut up to 1,490 metric tons of carbon dioxide emission per year. That’s
equivalent to 3.65 million miles driven by an average passenger vehicle.28 If half of the total number of agariya families
switched to solar pumps and the other half switched to hybrid pumps, it would save a cumulative of 115,000 metric tons
of CO2. In addition, as solar energy emits no pollution, they are better for the climate and human health. These benefits
also extend to the wildlife in the Little Rann of Kutch, which is located in a protected Sanctuary and Biosphere Reserve for
endangered Asiatic wild ass.
Table 3 Avoiding Carbon Emissions – Replacing Diesel pumps with solar and solar/hybrid models
Description

Figures

Number of Agariya Families

43,000

Number of months of salt production

8 months

Average diesel reduction per month per farmer using solar system

162.5 liters

Average diesel reduction per month per farmer using solar/diesel hybrid system

87.5 liters

Total diesel consumption per year (only diesel for all families)

56 million liters

Average reduction in total diesel consumption per year assuming 50% families use solar
pumps & 50% use solar/diesel hybrid

43 million liters

Carbon intensity of diesel

2.7 (Kg CO2/l)

Annual CO2 emissions from agariyas’ diesel consumption

115,000 metric tons

Equivalent number of passenger vehicles that need to be taken off the road to achieve this
level of CO2 emissions reduction

24,625 cars

Source: These figures are based on NRDC-SEWA analysis.29
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BOX 4: ONE AGARIYA WOMAN+ONE HYBRID PUMP=THREE SOLAR PUMPS
Bhavnaben Koli is a third-generation salt farmer and one of the first
participants in the SEWA solar pilot project. Before 2013, she relied solely on
a mechanical diesel pumps that required 13 barrels of diesel per season, at a
cost of approximately ₹145,600 (~ $2,240)30 per season. Her annual revenue
was about ₹318,750 (~ $4,903) each year, and her annual net income after
expenses totaled ₹119,250 (~ $1,834). In 2013, she started using a hybrid
diesel generator/solar PV system for one of the two pans and a diesel-powered
generator for the second pan.
Reduction in costs with Hybrid
In 2013, Bhavnaben began using a hybrid of 1 kW of solar in addition to diesel.
Her demand for diesel dropped to 75 liters of diesel per month per pan, the
equivalent of 6 barrels of diesel per season. She spent ₹67,952 (~ $1,033)
on diesel to produce salt. That’s a 54 percent reduction.
Bhavnaben paid SEWA for her hybrid system in five annual installments of
₹25,000 (~ $384). She also upgraded from a mechanical pump to a more
energy efficient diesel generator, reducing her diesel pump maintenance
expenses by around 90%. Compared to a diesel only system, her total costs
with a hybrid system fell by 31%, ₹63,550 (~$977), after including annual
installments and other costs.
Rise in Income with Hybrid
The solar-powered water pump yielded 945 metric tons of salt (industrial-grade)
compared to about 750 metric tons from the same pan under a diesel-only system. The production of salt (edible) from the pan
using diesel pump remained at 750 metric tons. At a rate of ₹240 per metric ton of edible salt and ₹185 per metric ton of industrialgrade salt, Bhavnaben made approximately ₹354,825 (~ $5,458) in total. After accounting for costs, her net income from the twopans, using diesel and solar/diesel hybrid, increased by 84% over only diesel use before 2013.
This rise in income has also helped her purchase more solar pumps and invest in a small flour mill. She now has 3 pumps and does
not use diesel. “Thanks to solar, my son is studying in a private school” says Bhavnaben.

UNLOCKING SUSTAINABLE FINANCE
Agariyas often lack a credit history, a steady income, and collateral security. Financial institutions often require a number of
official Know Your Customer documents such as land lease agreements, identity documents, and proof of residency/address
to process loan applications. As a result, traditional lenders like banks see them as high-risk investments. In addition, agariyas’
remote geographical location makes it harder for banks to service them due to limited institutional infrastructure in these
areas.
There are also operational risks, including possible equipment failure during the loan period. Without reliable system
warranties, any break down in the solar system can affect performance and production, thereby rendering the family unable
to repay the loan. Production could also be hampered by improper maintenance or damage to portable panels in transit.
Incremental repayments for high-interest loans, availed from money-lenders, may cause the borrower to sink into debt
instead of rising out of poverty.
These problems are shared by a large majority of low-income, marginalized households in India who are not financially
literate. However, the solar pumps project in LRK has demonstrated ways to overcome these barriers. Over the last few years,
SEWA has helped a majority of salt farmer households obtain their first identification documents, a baseline step for financial
inclusion. These cards needed for them to open bank accounts and apply for loans. In addition, successful demonstration
of regular payback has helped attract institutional financing. Government policies are also expanding banking services to
disadvantaged population across the country. Over the last five years, the government’s “Pradha Mantri Jan-Dhan” policy has
led to the establishment of 32.25 million new accounts in India.31
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Innovative Finance Mechanisms
Other than loans from banks, decentralized renewable energy (DRE) projects can explore the following:
•

Blended financial solutions can catalyze clean-energy-based livelihood solutions targeted towards the underserved
population. Small DRE projects, especially those focused on marginalized communities, can solicit CSR funding. For
example, in the LRK, Yes Bank extended interest subvention to SEWA Bank’s primary loan which enabled them to lend to
more agariyas. Small DRE projects, especially those impacting marginalized communities, can look for support from such
blended financing measures.

•

SEWA’s Financing Instruments. SEWA Bank has designed a special “energy loan product” that includes solar appliances
to improve basic living conditions, increase income and productivity, and reduce expenses. In the absence of traditional
collateral, a regular savings record can be developed over the course of a year as security before an individual is eligible to
apply for a loan.

•

Regional Rural & Cooperative Banks, Non-banking Financial Companies, Micro-Finance Institutions have the
potential to provide loans for off-grid and DRE projects. An established institutional guarantor could backstop the loan
in case of default, making capital cheaper to lend to agariyas borrowing money to purchase a solar-powered water pump
For instance, National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) is set up as an apex development bank by
the Government of India for promoting integrated and sustainable rural development.32 NABARD has been facilitating as
many as 200 cooperative banks to reach rural areas. Integrating clean energy with financial inclusion goals can be effective
in scaling DRE projects across the country.

•

Pay-As-You-Go models utilize mobile money platforms, which allow customers to pay for the energy they use in small
instalments loaded onto cell phones (mobile money). This model helps consumers regulate their usage and expense.
In addition, it leverages the high number of cell phone owners in India’s rural villages. For example, Mera Gao Power,
provides solar microgrids that can power up to 100 rural households’ lightbulbs and cell phone battery recharge for seven
hours for about $0.5/month per household.33

POWERING FORWARD
SEWA-NRDC business case
on the solar project highlights
financial and technical solutions
to enhance traditional livelihoods.
This intervention mainstreams the
role of women agariyas in income
generation and enables them to
continue to produce salt in a lowcarbon, sustainable, and profitable
way.
The project also offers lessons for
the expansion of other off-grid
projects. For instance, around, in
2017, around 8 million irrigation
pumps powered by diesel, and
another 12 million pumps
powered by heavily subsidized
grid electricity were in use.34 These
can be economically replaced
by solar-powered versions. This
could boost incomes and provide
environmental and health benefits,
just as it did for the salt farmers.
Coupling such an initiative with
groundwater recharge measures,
water-conserving irrigation
techniques, and tailored financial solutions offers a holistic solution, and can reach a larger number of farmers.
The innovative solar salt-water pumps initiative described in this factsheet reveals remarkable economic, social, and
environmental opportunities from switching from diesel to solar-powered pumps. Moreover, through targeted financial
solutions, these projects could be scaled up further, providing clean energy access for a greater number of agariya households.
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Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA) is a member-based organization of poor, self-employed women workers in India. SEWA is
spread across 14 states of India with deep penetration at grassroot level in villages. SEWA also works in Afghanistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka,
and Myanmar. SEWA has membership reach of 1.7 Million globally. SEWA organizes the women into self-help groups and cooperatives
based on their respective trades and then channelizes information, awareness, health interventions, trainings for skill development,
financial support (e.g. savings, insurance, credit, and pension), and market linkages to enable members to become self-sustainable in
their trades, including salt production. SEWA’s twin goals are “Full Employment” and “Self-Reliance”. “Full employment” includes work
security, income security, food security and social security (at least healthcare, childcare, nutrition, shelter) whereas “self-reliance”
means making members autonomous economically and in decision-making. For more information, visit www.sewa.org.
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) is an international non-profit environmental organization with more than 1.4 million
members and online activists. Since 1970, our lawyers, scientists, and other environmental specialists have worked to protect the
world’s natural resources, public health, and the environment. NRDC’s India Initiative on Climate Change and Clean Energy, launched in
2009, works with partners in India to help build a low-carbon, sustainable economy. For more information, visit www.nrdc.org.
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